Focused Principal Component Analysis: a graphical method for exploring dietary patterns

Análise de Componente Principal Focada: um método gráfico para explorar padrões alimentares

Abstract

The aim of the present study was to introduce Focused Principal Component Analysis (FPCA) as a novel exploratory method for providing insight into dietary patterns that emerge based on a given characteristic of the sample. To demonstrate the use of FPCA, we used a database of 1,968 adults. Food intake was obtained using a food frequency questionnaire covering 26 food items. The focus variables used for analysis were age, income, and schooling. All analyses were carried out using R software. The graphs generated show evidence of socioeconomic inequities in dietary patterns. Intake of whole-wheat foods, fruit, and vegetables was positively correlated with income and schooling, whereas for refined cereals, animal fats (lard), and white bread this correlation was negative. Age was inversely associated with intake of fast-food and processed foods and directly associated with a pattern that included fruit, green salads, and other vegetables. In an easy and direct fashion, FPCA allowed us to visualize dietary patterns based on a given focus variable.
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Introduction

While dietary patterns reflect an individual’s food preferences, they are also influenced by other characteristics, such as economic history, income, schooling and demographic characteristics (sex and age).

The statistical methods most commonly used for identifying dietary patterns among populations, or among specific population groups, include data reductions based on a posteriori models, such as cluster analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) \(^1\). Both clustering and PCA are able to identify underlying structures among different food items, i.e. patterns of reduction and clustering of the dataset. However, investigating the relationship between the dietary patterns identified by these methods and population characteristics requires subsequent dependence analysis, which entails resorting to multivariate regression models that include both the dietary pattern and other characteristics of the sample.

In Brazil, a limited number of studies have attempted to identify dietary patterns and their association with population characteristics. The findings from these studies are consistent in that they indicate the existence of socioeconomic inequities in the dietary patterns of the population. Lenz et al. \(^2\) identified five dietary patterns by means of PCA. Of these, three displayed the characteristics of a healthy diet, such as the pres-
FPCA presents correlations in graphic format as concentric circles, those of smaller radius representing stronger correlations. The center of these circles (target) contains the variable of interest, which directs the analysis. Negative and positive correlations are differentiated in the graph by use of different colors or patterns. The interpretation of points in an FPCA graph is as follows:

- The closer the point is to the center, the closer to 1 (or -1) is the correlation between intake of the food and the variable of interest;
- Two diametrically opposed points indicate a strong positive correlation between the intake of the foods which they represent;
- Two points close to one another indicate a strong negative correlation between the intake of the foods which they represent;
- Two points placed at a similar distance from the origin, parallel to one of the axes, indicate absence of correlation between the intake of the foods which they represent;
- The dashed circle delimits statistical significance at the 5% level.

Mathematical details of the construction of these models can be found in the work of Falissard.

Currently, this type of analysis can be performed using R software (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria). R is an open-code free-access software that works by means of libraries. FPCA is included in the psy library (Falissard B. Various procedures used in psychometry. http://cran.c3sl.ufpr.br, accessed on 12/Jul/2009). Both program and library can be obtained on-line at http://www.r-project.org/.

Information on the installation of R and psy is available at http://carn.r-projetc.org/doc/manuals/R-admin.html; information on importing databases is available at http://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-data.html; information on database manipulation is available at http://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.html; and a Portuguese-language tutorial is available at http://leg.ufpr.br/~paulojus/.

To execute FPCA, the following command must be entered in full, in a single line:

```r
fpca(datafile, y, x, cx=0.75, namesvar= attributes (datafile)$names, pvalues="No", partial="Yes", input="data", contraction="No", sample.size=1).
```

This concept can be extended to the intake of \( p \) different food items and a variable of interest. In this case, the FPCA graph would faithfully represent the correlation between each food and the variable of interest, presenting a projection of the correlation matrix between all variables [a matrix of \( (p+1) \times (p+1) \) dimensions] on a two-dimensional plane.

Methods

**FPCA**

FPCA allows one to visualize, simultaneously, both correlations between food items and a particular variable of interest and correlations among food items themselves. For example, suppose that \( n \) subjects have reported intake of two food items (milk and bread), and we are interested in exploring the correlation between the consumption of both these items, but at the same time focusing on the subject’s income. In other words, the major issue is to represent the relationship between income and food consumption without losing the relationship that different food items have with each other. In this case, the FPCA graph faithfully represents, at the same time: (1) the correlation between bread intake and income and (2) the correlation between milk intake and income, in addition to projecting, in a two-dimensional plane, the correlation matrix between income, bread intake, and milk intake (the latter a three-dimensional correlation).

This concept can be extended to the intake of \( p \) different food items and a variable of interest. In this case, the FPCA graph would faithfully represent the correlation between each food and the variable of interest, presenting a projection of the correlation matrix between all variables [a matrix of \( (p+1) \times (p+1) \) dimensions] on a two-dimensional plane.
Where; datafile: name of the database; y: column number of the variable of interest; x: vector with the column numbers of food intake variables; cx: font size (0.75 is default; 1 for larger; 0.5 for smaller); namesvar: variable names (the default is to use the name of the variable column); pvalues: vector of pre-specified values (default: pvalues="No") (see manual); partial: default: partial="Yes", corresponds to the original method (see manual); input: "Cor" to input a correlation matrix instead of the data (default: input="data"); contraction: changes the aspect of the graph, contraction="Yes" is convenient for many variables (default: contraction="No"); sample.size: size of the sample. Must be specified if input="Cor".

We will now present an example in which we applied FPCA to investigate dietary patterns, focusing on socioeconomic characteristics and age among the urban population of the city of Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul State, Southern Brazil.

**Example**

We used data from a cross-sectional, population-based survey on a representative sample of 1,968 men and women aged 20-70 years who were living in the urban area of the city. Details of the method used in this study have been published elsewhere.

Briefly, food intake was collected by means of an interviewer-administered food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The FFQ assessed the usual intake of a list of 26 food items over the past year. Two scales were used for collecting the intake frequency: one for low and one for high-frequency foods. The response choices for low-frequency foods were: never, once a month, 2-3 times per month, 1-2 times per week, 3-4 times per week, or 5 or more times per week. The response choices for high-frequency foods were: < once a week, once a week, 2-3 times per week, 4-6 times per week, or every day. For analysis purposes, all intake frequency data were adjusted to monthly intake, as follows: in categories that measured weekly intake, we calculated the mean of the lowest and highest weekly intake frequency and multiplied the result by 4. For example, 3-4 times per week is equivalent to 14 times per month. We thus constructed a single numerical ordinal scale for food intake with a range from 0 to 9 (from never to every day).

We defined age, schooling and income as focus variables, or variables that explained dietary patterns. Subject age was collected as full years of life; schooling was collected as full years of study; and income was obtained as total family income, from which per capita income was derived.

Every graph generated by FPCA presents a dashed circle delimiting the statistical significance of the correlation at the 5% level. Light gray dots inside the dashed circle show direct significant associations with the focus variable, and dark gray dots show inverse associations.

**Results**

Figure 1 shows the relationship between food items and age. The associations with age were predominantly inverse (dark gray dots) rather than direct (light gray dots). The graph shows that two dietary patterns were formed: one Western-type pattern and another pattern of "prudent" or healthy type. However, the majority of the correlations were weak; i.e. the correlation dots were plotted in concentric circles representing \( r \leq 0.2 \) (correlation coefficient), except for hot dogs, which presented correlation coefficient values between 0.2 and 0.4. The Western type of diet, with an inverse relationship with age, can be seen at two points in the graph: in the lower left quadrant [hot dogs (D), mayonnaise (F), soda/soft drinks (W), French fries (M), eggs (H) and chips/crisps (N)]; and at the lower limit of the upper left quadrant [sweets/desserts (K), hamburgers (A), ham (E) and ice cream (O)]. Although butter item (G) is close to those foods, it is located on the dashed circle, i.e. it has a borderline correlation. The other type (prudent or healthy) can be seen in the upper left quadrant of the graph, this included fruit (R), green salads (S) and other vegetables (V). This pattern was associated positively with age.

A prudent pattern also emerged when the analysis focused on income (Figure 2). This pattern can be seen in the upper left quadrant of the graph. It includes cereals (X), vegetables (V), green salads (S) and fruit (R), and was positively associated with income, i.e. reported intake of these items increased together with income. In the same quadrant, we were also able to identify a second pattern associated with income. Although the food items forming this pattern are spread out, it is possible to discern characteristics of a Western diet in it. In this pattern, income was associated directly with intake of cheese (J), sweets/desserts (K), steak (B) and ham (E). Figure 2 also shows that the intake of both beans (U) and white bread (Y) was inversely associated with income, i.e. the higher the income level was, the less frequent the intake of these foods was among adults.

Figure 3 shows the results from analysis using schooling as the focus variable. The associations with schooling were predominantly direct
(light gray dots) rather than inverse (dark gray dots). Although in a more dispersed manner, we identified two dietary patterns similar to those reported for income, which we were able to name prudent and Western. The prudent or healthy pattern was composed of vegetables (V), green salad (S), fruit (R), cereals (X) and whole-wheat/wholemeal bread (Z). The Western type of diet was composed of cheese (J), sweets/desserts (K), ice cream (O), hamburger (A), steak (B) and ham (E). Yet another Western pattern with weak correlations emerged immediately below this, in the lower left quadrant. This pattern was composed of fast-food items: hot dogs (D), mayonnaise (F) and soda/soft drinks (W), which were inversely associated with income (Figure 3). Although hamburgers (A) were placed closer to the Western characteristic pattern, they were also close to, and in the same quadrant as, the fast-food pattern. Beans (U) were located close to white bread
(Y), with borderline significance: both of these are part of a common Brazilian dietary pattern that is inversely associated with schooling.

Furthermore, in Figure 3, two diametrically opposed points indicating a negative correlation between the intakes of the foods that they represent can be seen; i.e. the intake of whole-wheat/wholemeal bread (Z) and black beans (U). There was a negative correlation between these when education was the focus variable. In addition, it can be seen in Figure 3 that cheese (J) and beans (U) presented similar distances from the point of origin of the graph and were parallel to its vertical axis. Thus, there was an inverse relationship between the intakes of beans and cheese.
Discussion

FPCA provided us with an easy and direct way to view correlations between different food items and a given focus variable, at the same time as it allowed us to observe correlations that existed between the food items themselves. In the example presented, dietary patterns emerged based on socioeconomic variables (income and schooling). The graphs indicated the presence of socioeconomic inequities relating to food intake patterns in this dataset. Although the primary goal of the present article was to introduce FPCA to the field of nutritional epidemiology, the patterns we detected are also worth commenting on.

Briefly, FPCA was used in conjunction with three focus variables: age, schooling and income. Age was inversely associated with fast-food and processed items (hamburgers, hot dogs, French fries, etc.), and directly associated with a healthy diet. Schooling was positively associated with a healthier diet, with higher schooling levels being associated with a greater intake of healthy foods. Income was also positively associated with a healthier diet, with higher income levels being associated with a greater intake of healthy foods. The graphs indicated the presence of socioeconomic inequities relating to food intake patterns in this dataset. Although the primary goal of the present article was to introduce FPCA to the field of nutritional epidemiology, the patterns we detected are also worth commenting on.
dietary pattern that included fruit, green salads and other vegetables. Therefore, increasing age seems to lead to a reduction in the prevalence of unhealthy dietary patterns. Other studies have shown similar direct relationships with age, i.e. older individuals of both sexes tend to adopt more healthy diets. We draw attention to the fact that we only investigated correlations between the variables, and therefore no causal relationships can be inferred.

Socioeconomic inequities could be detected using both income and schooling as focus variables. Patterns comprising whole foods as well as fruit and vegetable intake were directly associated with income and schooling. Foods of lower cost, such as white bread and black beans, were inversely associated with these socioeconomic variables. Similar findings have been reported in recent studies carried out in southern Brazil that used principal component analysis. Income and schooling have been shown to be limiting factors for a healthy diet, as well as for other lifestyles.

It is noteworthy that although each graph made it possible to form dietary patterns focusing on one specific variable at a time, these dietary patterns were complementary, i.e. their findings were not mutually exclusive. Intuitively, it is implausible that one variable alone would influence the formation of dietary patterns, and therefore the graphs need to be interpreted in a complementary manner. For example, Figure 1 shows that age presented an inverse relationship with fast foods (hamburgers, soda/soft drinks, French fries, etc.), but on the other hand, the same graph indicates the existence of a prudent pattern that is directly related to increasing age. Likewise, Figures 2 and 3 show that a similar prudent pattern was set up by using income and schooling as the focus variables. Therefore, the interpretation that can be made from this is that with increasing age, healthier dietary habits emerge, but that these habits are influenced by income and schooling, such that the higher the income and schooling levels were, the greater the adherence to a prudent dietary pattern.

Focused principal component analysis was first proposed by Falissard et al., working in the field of psychiatry. This analysis was intended to evaluate the relationship between a series of explanatory variables and a variable of interest. This is not a form of predictive analysis; rather, it is an instrument for exploratory analysis of data. To date, we are unaware of any studies using this methodological approach for identifying dietary patterns, or even for describing the intake of different foods according to the characteristics of individuals or social groups. Unlike the other two methods for exploring dietary patterns, the present method generates results in exclusively graphical form (diagrams).

Certain limitations of our dataset and methodology should be borne in mind. Regarding the dataset, our major difficulty was the manner in which the intake frequency was obtained, i.e. in categories that differentiated between high and low-frequency intake. This made it necessary to create equivalence of intake frequency in order to transform food item consumption data into a single continuous scale. Regarding the analysis method (FPCA) three limitations are noteworthy. First, the number of food items can influence the patterns formed. When an item is removed or included in the analysis, the correlations change such that new relationships emerge and the direction of existing ones change. Moreover, including a large number of food items can make graphical visualization more difficult. In cases of extensive lists of food items, we recommended that they should be aggregated before analysis. Another limitation is that, unlike PCA, FPCA does not generate factorial scores, and, unlike cluster analysis, it does not classify subjects into groups. Furthermore, the focus variable has to be continuous. Finally, this analysis can currently be performed only on R; however, the 17th version of SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) will allow R routines to be used in the SPSS platform.

In conclusion, in the present study, FPCA was used to demonstrate the influence of socioeconomic characteristics such as income, schooling and age on the formation of dietary patterns. This statistical method proved to be a promising analytical instrument for exploring dietary patterns from the standpoint of different variables of interest in the population, and at the same time, it may contribute towards generating hypotheses in surveys on diet and health-related outcomes.
Resumo

O presente estudo teve objetivo de apresentar a Análise de Componentes Principais Focada (ACPF) como um método exploratório para investigar padrões alimentares a partir de características da amostra. Para exemplificar utilizou-se as variáveis idade, renda e escolaridade de um banco de dados de 1.968 adultos. O consumo alimentar foi obtido através questionário de frequência alimentar (QFA) com 26 itens alimentares. As análises foram realizadas no programa R. Os gráficos gerados evidenciaram iniquidades socioeconômicas na conformação dos padrões alimentares. Alimentos integrais, frutas e verduras foram diretamente correlacionados com renda e escolaridade, e cereais refinados, gordura animal e pão branco tiveram associação inversa. A idade mostrou-se como associada inversamente a alimentos fast-food e industrializados e, diretamente, a um padrão “saudável” que inclui frutas, salada verde e outros vegetais. De maneira fácil e direta, a ACPF permitiu a visualização de correlações entre alimentos a partir de variáveis escolhidas como foco.
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